In this paper, a new e-mail management system is demonstrated in which all messages are prioritized. Each type of priority message is handled with a special method to enhance the efficiency of the proposed e-mail system. Also, a new management technique for user inbox is introduced. In addition, a minor upgrade in TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) message confirmation (ACK) is demonstrated, to reduce the bandwidth consumption. Finally, the network simulator ns-2 is used to evaluate the new proposed e-mail management system. The obtained results show that the proposed system outperforms the traditional ones from points of view of bandwidth, overall system efficiency, packet loss, and delay.
INTRODUCTION
Sending and receiving of emails is one of the most important and useful processes of the Internet. If it is free to send e-mail, it also free to send millions e-mails. This makes the email an ideal medium of abuse. There are approximately 50% of the sent emails are spam or trivial messages. It is well known that the spam messages consume a huge bandwidth that may be needed at internet bottleneck states. In addition, important messages may be received in spam or bulk and this may cause a message deletion without being seen. So, email is important, and spam affects all users and networks. The famous treating for the above problems is to make a block or a spam filtering. These trials can't be considered a long term solution, because the spam filtering makes the filtered messages travel through the networks and stop at the e-mail box. So, the message overload still affects the message trip networks. The address block solution forbids the urgent and trivial messages to be received. So, the solution is to upgrade the management system of traditional e-mail such that; the sender can determine the degree of message importance that will be sent, and the receiver can determine the importance of sender e-mail address that the message comes from. This technique is called message prioritization [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . This paper proceeds as follows; the traditional e-mail system analysis is demonstrated at Section 2. The related work is discussed at Section 3. The new management e-mail system with detailed flowcharts to describe its processes is demonstrated at Section 4. The TCP upgrades are demonstrated at Section 5. Algorithms of the new proposed system are demonstrated at Section 6. Enhancements of the new e-mail system are shown at Section 7. Real test environment with some output screens is introduced at Section 8. Finally, the simulation setup and the results are discussed at Section 9. Conclusion and future work terminate the paper.
TRADITIONAL E-MAIL SYSTEM
This section gives a brief overview of the basic idea of the email system [8] and how the e-mail server operates.
Basic idea
When you write an e-mail message details and send it, it goes on internet trip. The e-mail message trip can be stated as follows: the access provider's network encapsulates the message in an electronic "envelope" like a real envelope, and sends it out. The Internet protocol that is used here is called SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol), which is a member of the TCP/IP protocol suite. Hence, the message finds its way to the recipient's network, where an e-mail computer routes it to the person's mailbox [8] , [9] .
E-mail server processing
This sub-section aims to give a brief overview of how the email server works. Email servers are complicated servers to set up because there is mass number of security implications to run your personal mail server. The MTA (Mail Transport Agent) has the mainly security issues. Many modern MTAs make it quite difficult to configure an open relay. The MDA (Mail Delivery Agent) is the next step. The MDA function is delivering the email to the user. This means that the MDA places the email in mail-box or mail-dir and accomplishes a mail filtering process [8] , [9] . The traditional e-mail system components and protocols are showed at Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1:
The traditional e-mail system components.
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RELATED WORK
In this section, the trials to enhance the e-mail system management and efficiency are evaluated. These trials are the traditional e-mail servers (yahoo, hotmail, etc.) [10] and the Marsono model. The traditional e-mail servers just upgrade the application and neglect the infrastructure of the e-mail protocol that will enhance the entire system. The last trial in the e-mail message prioritization is Marsono model [11] . In the Marsono model the e-mails are classified into two categories, spam and non-spam. Non-spam messages are given higher service priority than the spam messages. It uses two queues to filter the e-mails before handling them. To decrease the delay and loss probability for the non spam messages, Markov chain is used. The main disadvantage of the Marsono model is that it can't be considered a long term solution. This is because; it gives a priority to the non spam messages, but didn't try to enhance the environment service like bandwidth (i.e. what will be done if the e-mails face a network bottleneck during the trip from the sender to the receiver). So, the Marsono model extension can be used as a second solution level after upgrading and enhancing the e-mail system environment level.
PROPOSED E-MAIL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
This section demonstrates how the proposed system works, the server database additional entities, the server reports and messages, and the additional message header fields.
How the proposed E-Mail management system works
In this system, the messages are prioritized in three levels: high, medium, and low. The user specifies the level of his message before sending it. Each client (user) has a maximum number of high and medium priorities that should be sent within a predetermined interval (in this paper, this interval is assumed to be one month). Within the first month after the e-mail creation, the e-mail server accepts the message from a client without restrictions to test the client behavior. If a client sends a number of prioritized messages greater than the predetermined maximum number for this type of priority, the e-mail server restricts the message sending process. Each priority level has a special confirmation method. The high priority message should be confirmed using the TCP as a transport layer protocol to guarantee the reliability. For the medium priority messages confirmation, a new simple version of TCP is used as a transport protocol. This version replaces the regular TCP confirmation messages (ACK), which are sent when the sender message reaches the receiver, with a cumulative confirmation message. The low priority messages may be confirmed or not depending on the network state (overloaded or not).
The client has the authority to determine the number of high, medium, or low priority messages that should be received from other clients. For example: a client A can determine Z of high priority messages that should be received from clients B, C, and D. All of these data are stored in the client table that should be constructed with the e-mail creation at the server side. Also, the e-mail server can restrict the messages automatically by reviewing the client tables at the sending and the receiving processes. This strategy decreases the bad effect resulting from complete e-mail addresses blocking.
Every time interval (one month) the server sends a cumulative report for each client. This report contains a summary of client activities on the system like the number of high priority messages that are sent and the busy areas in the inbox, the bulk, and the spam. Upon this report, client can adjust the sending rate of each priority type (i.e., the client takes a decision as regards the messages that will be sent at each time interval).
It is possible that the urgent massages may be automatically directed to the spam or the bulk. This makes the message vulnerable for deletion. So, a new management technique for client inbox is demonstrated. A prioritization system helps us to arrange the messages and delete the lower priority message. There are three factors that should be considered in automatic message deletion. These factors are; 1) the status of message (read or not); 2) the size of the new message is greater than the inbox free area; 3) the new message should have a priority type higher than the message(s) selected for deletion.
The e-mail system contains three main boxes: inbox, bulk, and spam. As a client opens an account on the server; the server gives initial size of each e-mail box. The size of inbox is constant for all clients. But the size of spam and bulk may be changed depending on the history of the client operations (sending, receiving, and blocking). If the server system detects that the client has more activities, it can automatically increase the spam, or the bulk size, and vice versa.
The maximum number of messages for each priority type is adaptable value and not fixed for all servers. The owner of e-mail server can determine the number of messages for each priority type. But, there are other factors that must be taken in consideration when these values are calculated. The factors that control these initial values determination process include the number of clients, the available bandwidth of the e-mail server, the average size of sent messages, and the activities history for each client within a time interval.
The client connects to the server using SMTP protocol [12] . The client message, with a specific priority type, plus the basic e-mail header fields and the message data, is created and sent. The message arrives to the e-mail server and all the entries of the client table (see subsection 4.2) are filled. Consequently, the server checks if the flag value equals zero or one. If zero, this means that the interval from e-mail creation time till the sent message time didn't pass a month (the month is selected as an initial interval), and the message is wrapped and sent. Hence, the counter of the sent message priority type is increased by one. If the flag value equals one, this means that the interval from the email creation till the sent message passed a month. Hence, before the message is sent, the system should test the limitations of each priority type and compare it with the real number of sent messages. If the real number of sent messages is less than the upper limit, the message will be sent, else the message is failed, and a failure message, called priority overflow, is sent to the client. The flowcharts that explain each process of the proposed e-mail management system are shown at Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Regarding the relation between our new system and other e-mail systems, it is determined by the number of messages that should be received from other e-mail system clients due to our e-mail system restrictions. In addition, clients of other systems can determine the priority level in the message
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title. So, our server should test the message title that comes from other e-mail servers, to restrict or permit the sending process. As regards the rogue clients, in our system, we have two sides that can prioritize the e-mail messages, the MTA (email server) and the user. So, the user can control a rogue client by deleting his message from the e-mail box automatically or by blocking his e-mail address. In addition, even if a rogue client sends all messages with high priority level, he can send a limited predetermined number of messages. Hence, the system can be adapted to decrease this number of messages by the time as it knows that he is a rogue client.
The E-Mail server database additional entities
In addition to the original entries, the e-mail database server contains the following entries for each client, see 
Server reports and messages
1. Initial Report: The server sends this report to the client after the e-mail creation. This report contains the upper limits of high, medium, and low priority messages that can be sent within the first month. 2. Regular Report: The server sends this report to the client monthly. This report contains the following entries: the maximum number of high, medium, and low priority messages that can be sent within a month, in addition to the real number of messages for each priority type that were sent within this month. 3. Initial Message: The server sends this message to the client at the beginning of e-mail creation to inform the client with the e-mail size (inbox, spam, bulk). 4. Sender Failure Message: The server sends this message to the client when a sending message process is failed due to a priority limitation. For general view of our system see Fig. 6 .
Additional fields in the E-mail message header
For simplicity, only one field will be added to the message header. This field is called priority field. The length of this field is two bits. The value of this field is 00 for the low priority, 01 for the medium priority, and 10 for the high priority.
MINOR UPGRADES IN TCP
To enhance the e-mail system efficiency, the bandwidth requirement of e-mail server should be decreased. To decrease this bandwidth, the number of messages that are used in our proposed e-mail system should be decreased. It's noted that the e-mail application layer protocols run over a TCP as a transport layer protocol. Also, it's clear that the TCP is connection oriented and reliable protocol. Hence, the TCP may cause a transmission delay due to the confirmation process for each sent message (ACK). In addition, these ACKs consume bandwidth from the network capacity [13] , [14] , [15] . The suggested upgrade is to pause the confirmation process of medium priority message for an interval in case of network overload. Within this interval, the server can collect the unconfirmed medium priority messages till the network state is improved and goes to steady state. The techniques at [16] , [17] can be used to scale a network bandwidth dynamically. Consequently, the server sends a cumulative report that contains the unconfirmed messages to the sender. The sender uses this report to detect the medium priority messages that have not reached to the receiver. Hence, the sender can retransmit it. If the server waits a long interval, the old messages are deleted from the report. The deletion process will continue until the report becomes full and not overflowed. This simple upgrade in TCP can be adapted using the options field in the TCP header message [18] . Two bits from the options field can be used as follows: 00 for high priority message, 01 for medium priority message, 10 for low priority message, and 11 for future use. These two bits are taken from the unused option bits [19].
PROPOSED E-MAIL SYSTEM ALGORITHMS
A. Message preparing algorithm 1-The client creates an account on the proposed system. 2-The client opens the e-mail system application using its GUI (Graphical User Interface). 3-The client writes his message on the application editor. 4-The client determines the message priority level.
5-The client clicks the send button.

B. Message processing algorithm
1-The client data and the header are capsulated in an email message. 2-The SMTP protocol is used to complete the communication between the client and the server. 3-The server receives the client message and checks the flag field at the message header. 4-If the flag value equals zero 4.1 The server considers the client as new. 4.2 The server acquires the sender address, the receiver address, the message priority, and the sending date from the message header. 4.3 The server stores the acquired data at its database especially in the outbox field related to that client. 4.4 The server increments the number of messages for a priority type that the sent message has been taken. 4.5 The server tests if the number of messages, which is permitted by the receiver to be sent with this type of priority, passes the upper limit or not. 4.5.1 If yes, the server confirms the incrementing process that is mentioned at step 4.4. Then, the message is sent. 4.5.2 If no, the message sending process is restricted, step 4.4 is neglected, and a failure message is sent to the client. 5. If the flag value equals 1.
5.1 The server considers the client as old.
5.2
The server acquires the sender address, the receiver address, the message priority, and the sending date from the message header. 
THE NEW E-MAIL SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
1-New inbox management system. 2-New full message prioritization system. 3-Bandwidth reduction. 4-Provides the client with a new control method. 5-Adaptive inbox, bulk, and spam sizes. 6-New TCP confirmation method. 7-Keep simplicity. 
IMPLEMENTATION
To test our system practically, a simple environment should be installed and programmed. This environment contains the following items; two labs each contain 25 PCs (Personal Computer), 10 laptops, and a powerful server to install our proposed e-mail system. These components are connected via client/server network and have 1 MB internet connection. C# and ASP.net (Active Server Page) [20] are used in our proposed system programming. The code of the e-mail system is found at [21] . Some of output screens are shown in 
SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
Simulation Environment
The ns2 package [22] is used to build our simulation environment. The simulation environment should recover important aspects to obtain accurate results and show how our proposed system enhances the traditional e-mail system. These aspects are the internet simulation and the traffic generation with stressing on SMTP, POP3 and our system modeling.
Internet model and traffic generation
In our implementation heavy-tailed ON/OFF intervals mechanisms are used in addition to heavy-tailed packet sizes to guarantee a self-similar system attitude. In order to make sure that a realistic mixture of different protocols is used during simulations, eight different traffics are defined, which are based on changeable transport protocols: TCP, UDP (User Datagram Protocol), and ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol). Table  shows these profiles with their transport protocols and selection probabilities. The e-mail traffic percentage is notably upgraded.
Before starting our simulation, the host systems, which are defined on the router level topology, are divided into two classes: client system and server system. Client system continuously generates a traffic flow consisting of numerous on/off intervals by randomly choosing one of the existing traffics. This process depends on their choose probability, see table 3. Then, the profiles of traffic randomly decides if this traffic flow is predetermined for a server system through the client's (AS) Autonomous System or away from the AS boundaries. Consequently, the active client sends traffic depending on the traffic profiles to the chosen server. Servers just answer the requests of clients according to their specific role. So, the servers, in contrast to the clients, are considered as passive objects. For more details of internet modeling, simulation, and traffic generation see [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . Table : Mixture of different protocols with different traffics
SMTP, POP3, and proposed system traffic modeling
The SMTP and POP3 (Post Office Protocol) traffic are both modeled on the connection level. Our experiments contain the complex state of SMTP connection in which emails have a message in the body, three attachment files, sender and receiver's addresses and a long word subject. The data payload is more than 500 bytes in its TCP packets. All SMTP connections with payloads less than 500 bytes are discarded before modeling. Simulation model of POP3 [27] connections restricts that a POP3 client would always issue several commands, such as LIST and UIDL, after the connection with the server is established and the authorization passed. Hence, the information about the mail-drop on the server is collected. The server responds to each command from the client; however, the length of the response depends on how many e-mail messages of the user account exist on the server. Also, our simulation environment considers a successful POP3 dialog with a remote server, which has an empty mail-drop, has a connection payload contains 90 bytes of data. The POP3 connections are classified into three types: invalid connections (payload < 90 bytes) and cannot accomplish the simplest conversation; unloaded connections (90 bytes < payload < 1000 bytes); and loaded connections (payload > 1000 bytes). Unloaded connections can log in to a mail server, and check the data of the mail-drop, but cannot download any e-mail. Loaded connections can create all events of the unloaded connections in addition to access at least one email from the mail server. Some connections may have payload more than 1000 bytes but cannot access any e-mail. In this situation, loaded connections should be classified as unloaded connections. In practice, TCP header information cannot distinguish them from the real loaded connections (it is feasible to think them as real loaded connections). The following random parameters are used in SMTP and POP3 traffic modeling: connection arrivals of SMTP; SMTP connection transferred bytes; connections arrivals of POP3; POP3 connection transferred bytes. Poisson distribution is used to adapt the processes of SMTP and POP3 connection arrivals [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [28] . Most of our system traffic model is acquired from the SMTP and the POP3 models. The role file that installed on the server for each client is upgraded to restrict the clients with our system specifications and restrictions. In addition to SMTP and POP3 parameters, the following random parameters are needed to model our system traffic: Client maximum number of sent messages; Client maximum number of received messages; Maximum number of e-mail users; Maximum number of H, M, L messages; and Network bandwidth, see table . The xml file that determines the restriction of new prioritized model is found at [21] . Table : The simulation parameters required for our new e-mail system
Simulation Results
In our simulation the following parameters are scaled and discussed; delay, system efficiency, packet loss, overhead computations, and bandwidth consumption. Fig. 8 shows the delay time of our new e-mail system and the traditional e-mail system to make sure that the number of restrictions didn't affect the sending and receiving of system messages. It's clear from Fig. 8 that the delay difference between the new and the old systems is too few to be considered. Fig. 9 shows the efficiency of the new e-mail management system as regards the old one. The system efficiency is calculated by the number of messages that are sent and received correctly with new prioritized model divided by the total number of messages within a simulation time. Fig 9 shows the notable efficiency improvement for our new e-mail system. This is due to the decrease of real message number that is important for the client. Fig 10 shows the packet loss ratio. It's noted that the number of packet loss under the new e-mail system is less than the old one. This is due to the reduction of bandwidth that is consumed by the new e-mail system packets. It's very important to make sure that the overhead computation didn't notably affect the whole system attitude specially in case of overloading state. So, Fig. 11 is found to show the effect of the overhead computation that resulted from the new prioritized model. The overhead computation is calculated by the number of computations handled at the server and required for each message within the simulation time. It's noted at Fig. 11 that a minor difference is found between our new e-mail system and the old one as regard to the computational overhead parameters. Fig. 12 shows the bandwidth consumption in the new and the old systems. The bandwidth parameter should be scaled to verify the reduction. It's noted that the bandwidth that is taken by the new system is lower than the traditional one. This is due to the limitation of sending the trivial messages for each client and the efficient email box management. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new e-mail management system is introduced. In this system the bandwidth assigned for management, sent, and received message is minimized. This is due to the message prioritization technique that handles each e-mail message with a special method. The user can manage his inbox in flexible way. The proposed system recovered the traditional e-mail systems management faults at the server and the user sides. In addition, a simple application output is demonstrated. Minor upgrades are done at the TCP to enhance the system efficiency. A simulation environment is constructed to test our new e-mail system. Finally, extracted results proved that the proposed system outperformed the traditional ones. The following parameters are enhanced; bandwidth, overall system efficiency, packet loss, and delay.
FUTURE WORK
There are several open problems in our e-mail system. First, as stated at [11] , the Marsono model uses two queues model to provide the non spam message high priority. In our suggested model we have three levels of priorities high, Medium, and Low. So, the high priority message can be considered as a non spam message and other two priorities messages can be considered as spam messages. Our idea is to apply the Marsono model in two stages. The e-mails are filtered into two classes. The first class contains the high priority messages and the second class contains the medium and the low priorities messages. Consequently, the second class is classified into two sub classes. The first subclass is for the medium priority messages and the second subclass is for the low priority messages. The result of this classification is three levels of services. The first level is for the high priority messages and the second level is for the medium messages and the third level is for the low messages, see Fig. 13 .
Second, our system should be tested with more number of priorities (4, 5, etc.) till n levels to go towards the system generalization. Third, our system should be tested with nextgeneration of TCP and compare the results Gordon V. Cormack, Aleksander Kolck, "Spam filter
